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We announce here several results dealing with the boundedness of 
convolution operators on Lp(Rn). These results make use of the idea 
that boundedness on Hl often holds when weak type (1, 1) estimates 
apply (see [5, Chapter VII]), and the recent discovery of Fefferman 
[3 ] characterizing the dual of Hl. 

Our first result states in effect that the complex intermediate 
spaces between Hl(Rn) and L2(Rn) are the Lp(Rn). We state this pre
cisely in a particular but useful case. Let z—>TZ be a mapping from the 
closed strip, 0^R(z)^l, to bounded operators on L2(Rn), which is 
assumed analytic in the interior and strongly continuous and uni
formly bounded in the closed strip. 

THEOREM 1. Suppose 

CD sup || Tiy(j)y s M,\\j\\n\ fe&ni L \ 
— oo <y < oo 

(2) sup ||rtH*(/)|U'âlfi||/[U», fGL\ 
— oo < y < oo 

Then \\Tt(f)\\p^Mt\\f\\Pl fEL^L\ ifO<t<l, l/p = l-t/2. 

This theorem allows one to obtain certain sharp estimates which 
did not fall under the scope of previous methods. We give two 
examples. 

First, let K(x) be a distribution of compact support, locally integra-
ble away from the origin, and whose Fourier transform K(x) is a 
function. Assume (following Fefferman [2]) that for some 5, O^0<1, 

(i) \K{x)\ ÛA(1+ | *!)-»•/«, 

(ii) f | K{% - y ) - K(x) | dxSA, \y\ S 1, 

THEOREM 2. | x |^Z(x) is a hounded multiplier f or (Lp(Rn)t Lp(Rn)) 
#|(i/*O-i|=J-7/*0,7>o. 

An instance of the above arises with | x \y K(x) = d(x) \ x | ""^exp i \ x | a , 
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